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Abstract
This study focuses on enhancing the security of the SM4 encryption algorithm for power metering data transmission by employing hybrid algorithms to optimize its substitution box (S-box). A multi-objective fitness function is constructed to evaluate the S-box structure, aiming to identify design solutions that satisfy differential probability, linear probability, and non-linearity balance. To achieve global optimization and local search for the S-box, a hybrid algorithm model that combines genetic algorithm and simulated annealing is introduced. This approach yields significant improvements in optimization effects and increased non-linearity. Experimental results demonstrate that the optimized S-box significantly reduces differential probability and linear probability while increasing non-linearity to 112. Furthermore, a comparison of the ciphertext entropy demonstrates enhanced encryption security with the optimized S-box. This research provides an effective method for improving the performance of the SM4 encryption algorithm.
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1. Introduction

In today’s rapidly evolving internet environment, ensuring the security of data transmission for electric power system energy measurement has become particularly important. Wireless sensor networks play a crucial role in the power system by collecting and transmitting environmental data. However, ensuring the stable operation of the power system, prolonging the lifespan of wireless sensor networks, and protecting data transmission security are critical. To address these challenges, Tiwari et al. [1] have proposed the CF-AREOR protocol. An improved version of an energy-efficient opportunistic routing scheme based on adaptive ordering is designed to prolong the lifespan of wireless sensor networks.

In addition, Sharmila et al. [2] have proposed secure key management and authentication protocols that use hybrid approaches to establish critical connections, providing higher security. Through the collaboration of uncrewed aerial vehicles and Internet of Things devices [3], power system and energy measurement data can be transmitted to data centers and other locations, enabling remote real-time monitoring, fault diagnosis, and predictive analysis functionalities. However, potential attack risks such as energy supply interruption, data tampering, or unauthorized information disclosure must be considered during the data transmission process. These security issues can significantly impact the effective operation of the power system. Thus, ensuring the security of data transmission for electric power system energy measurement has become an urgent problem in the academic community. In recent years, extensive research has been conducted to ensure the security and reliability of data transmission through various methods and techniques. For example, secure quantization techniques and sector-based approaches can eliminate errors and improve safety [4].
Cryptography [5] has evolved as a widely adopted method to combat viruses and unauthorized attacks, ensuring secure transmission of network data and promoting safe access to remote databases. The SM4 encryption algorithm has gained recognition for its strong security, efficiency, and ease of hardware implementation [6], making it widely used in data encryption transmission processes. The substitution box (S-box) is a critical structure in the nonlinear part of the SM4 cipher. However, although existing S-box designs contain nonlinear components, potential encryption attacks may compromise their nonlinearity, making them susceptible to advanced attacks in the future. To address this problem, scholars have proposed different methods to optimize S-box designs. For example, they enhanced nonlinearity through the tangent-delay elliptical reflection cavity mapping system (TD-ERCS) [7] and utilized knowledge related to the medical field to generate truly random numbers [8-9] to improve the nonlinearity of the initial structure of the S-box.

Additionally, innovative, dynamic S-box generation schemes have been proposed to enhance the encryption strength of cryptographic algorithms [10-12]. However, most existing research has focused on local S-box optimization, posing challenges in finding the global optimal solution for complex problems. Moreover, some methods introduce complex mathematical structures or mapping systems, increasing algorithm complexity and decreasing convergence speed, efficiency, and performance. Therefore, more robust optimization methods are needed to achieve breakthroughs and improve S-box designs.

Increasingly, scholars have discovered that metaheuristic algorithms [13-14] can be applied to S-box optimization due to their simplicity, speed, and reasonable convergence rates [15]. Therefore, researchers have combined chaos systems with metaheuristic algorithms to optimize S-box performance [16-20]. More advanced methods mainly consider improving chaos systems [21-22] to enhance the randomness of S-box chaos mapping and construct highly nonlinear S-box designs. Although these studies have made progress in optimizing S-boxes, the iteration process of chaos systems can affect convergence speed, efficiency, and stability and pose challenges in handling local optima, affecting the performance and security of encryption algorithms.

To address these issues, a multi-objective fitting function is designed in this study to comprehensively evaluate the performance of the S-box and guide the optimization algorithm to select the best S-box structure. In addition, an innovative hybrid algorithm combining genetic algorithm and simulated annealing is proposed to obtain the best S-box model. Both algorithms reduce the number of parameters, making them more practical, and can be further fine-tuned to suit real-world applications. By considering both global and local techniques, this hybrid approach improves the performance and security of the S-box.

The hybrid algorithmic model proposed in this study has a wide range of practical application potential, especially in cryptography and cryptographic algorithm optimization. It can be used to improve cryptographic algorithms, enhance various cryptographic algorithms that can create more robust and secure cryptographic systems, and improve security in IoT devices to prevent unauthorized access and data leakage. It also provides an essential tool for cryptography research. This model is expected to address evolving security challenges and protect data security and sensitive information. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) A novel multi-objective fitting function is proposed for comprehensively evaluating and optimizing the S-box’s performance to improve data transmission security.

(2) A hybrid algorithm model combining genetic algorithm and simulated annealing is established to achieve global optimization and avoid local optimum to optimize the S-box structure and enhance its nonlinearity.

(3) The average differential probabilities of the optimized S-box are reduced to 0.0359 and 0.0371, the moderate linear probabilities are reduced to 0.094 and 0.096, and the intermediate nonlinearity is significantly improved to 112. Compared with other algorithms, encryption using the optimized S-box can improve the information entropy of the ciphertext.
2. Introduction of SM4 Password

In the current academic context, power metering data transmission faces problems such as data leakage and network threats, and the security of passwords in digital systems is vital. Therefore, the SM4 cryptographic algorithm proposal is of great academic significance. SM4, as a cryptographic algorithm, will be the core of the academic research in this paper. The following sections will detail the SM4 cryptographic algorithm's technical details.

2.1. SM4 cryptographic algorithm

![SM4 cryptographic algorithm structure](image_url)

The SM4 cryptographic algorithm is designed to enhance data security and privacy in power metering systems. It consists of several modules, including the round function, the composite permutation, and the key expansion algorithm. Each module plays a crucial role in ensuring the confidentiality and integrity of transmitted data.

**The round function F:**

Given an input \( (x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3) \) and a round key \( r_k \in Z_{2^4}^5 \), the round function \( F \) can be defined as follows:

\[
F(x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3, r_k) = (x_1 \oplus T(x_0 \oplus x_2 \oplus x_3 \oplus r_k))
\]

Where the \( T \) operation represents the synthetic substitution, as shown above.

**The composite permutation \( \tau \):**

\( \tau \) is a reversible operation achieved by combining a nonlinear transformation \( \tau \) and a linear transformation \( L \).

- **Nonlinear transformation \( \tau \):**
  The transformation \( \tau \) is composed of four parallel S-boxes.
  \( \tau = (A, A, A, A, A) \in Z_{2^4}^5 \)

- **Linear transformation \( L \):**
  The output of the nonlinear transformation \( \tau \) is the input of the linear transformation \( L \).

\[
L(B) = B \oplus (B \lll 2) \oplus (B \lll 10) \oplus (B \lll 18) \oplus (B \lll 24)
\]

The i-th iteration, \( i = 0, 1, ...31 \)

The reverse order transformation is shown below:

\[
(X_0, X_1, X_2, X_3) = R(X_0, X_1, X_2, X_3) = (X_{32}, X_{31}, X_{30}, X_{29})
\]

**Key expansion algorithm:**

\[
(r_0, r_1, ..., r_{31}) = (K_0, K_1, ..., K_{31})
\]

Where \( K_i = K_i \oplus T(K_{i-1} \oplus K_{i-2} \oplus K_{i-3} \oplus K_{i-4}) \), \( i = 0, 1, ...31 \)

The replacement of the linear transformation \( L \) in the synthetic permutation \( \tau \) is denoted as \( L \) is illustrated below:

\[
L(B) = B \oplus (B \lll 13) \oplus (B \lll 23)
\]

Fig. 1 SM4 cryptographic algorithm structure
The SM4 algorithm [6], also called SMS4, is a symmetric block cipher introduced and developed by China’s State Cryptography Administration in 2006. This algorithm is widely used for data encryption and decryption, especially when security is transmitting data. SM4 operates on a Feistel network framework, employing a block size and a key length of 128 bits each. The algorithm comprises 32 rounds of iterations involving substitution, permutation, exclusive or (XOR), and critical addition operations. The key is expanded to guarantee safety and protection, generating 32 subkeys. The encryption and decryption procedures follow a nonlinear iterative structure, although the order of the round keys is reversed during decryption.

In the SM4 cryptographic algorithm, the encryption algorithm comprises 32 iterations and one inverse transformation R. The symbol $\oplus$ represents 32-bit XOR, $\lll$ represents a 32-bit circular left shift, and $\mathbb{Z}_2^n$ represents a set of binary sequences of length n bits. It is defined by the variables $(X_0, X_2, X_4, X_6) \in (\mathbb{Z}_2^2)^4$, $(Y_0, Y_1, Y_2, Y_3) \in (\mathbb{Z}_2^2)^4$ representing the ciphertext output and the plaintext input, respectively. During the encryption process, the encryption key has a length of 128 bits and it is denoted as $MK = (MK_0, MK_1, MK_2, MK_3)$, where $MK_i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3)$ represents a word (each word is 32 bits or 4 Bytes). As for the round key, it is denoted as $(rk_0, rk_1, \cdots, rk_{31})$, where $rk_i (i = 0, 1, \cdots, 31)$ is a 32-bit word. The round key is generated based on the encryption key. Moreover, $FK = (FK_0, FK_1, FK_2, FK_3)$ represents the system parameters while $CK = (CK_0, CK_1, \cdots, CK_{31})$ representing fixed parameters used in the key expansion algorithm. Note that $FK_i (i = 0, \cdots, 3)$ and $CK_i (i = 0, \cdots, 31)$ are represented as words.

It is worth noting that the decryption key is the decryption process that closely mirrors the encryption process, with the sole distinction being the reversed order of the round key usage. During decryption, the round keys are employed in a specific sequence $(rk_{31}, rk_{30}, \cdots, rk_0)$. Moreover, the structure of the SM4 cryptographic algorithm is depicted in Fig. 1.

2.2. Introduction of S-Box

The S-box [6] plays a pivotal role in the block cipher algorithm, substituting or transforming each bit within a block. This transformation brings obfuscation and nonlinearity, thereby greatly enhancing the algorithm’s security and capacity to resist cryptanalysis. The design of the S-box aims to amplify the algorithm’s nonlinear properties, improving its resilience against linear and differential cryptanalysis. By strengthening the S-box, the algorithm’s ability to withstand cryptanalysis attacks is significantly enhanced, leading to an overall improvement in the security level of the encryption algorithm. The initial S-box is displayed in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2 Initial S-box [6]](image-url)
The security of the S-box is essential for the overall safety of a cryptographic algorithm. Despite its well-defined construction, attackers still consider it their primary target. Therefore, carefully designing and integrating the S-box structure within the SM4 cryptographic algorithm is vital. Once validated, it protects sensitive data confidentiality and robustly supports secured data transmission. Therefore, this study focuses on analyzing the S-box of the SM4 algorithm from three perspectives: differential property, linear property, and nonlinear property.

(1) Differential property

It is a commonly used technique in cryptography to investigate the permutation operations in the encrypted algorithms. It aims to assess algorithm security by examining the differences between the input and output pairs. Analyzing the differential properties of the S-box is crucial in cryptographic algorithm design and analysis. Moreover, optimizing the S-box design can improve the algorithm’s security and reliability. A lower differential probability signifies more robust differential properties, enhancing the algorithm’s resistance against attacks like differential cryptanalysis. Moreover, the differential probability is defined as follows [12]:

\[
DP^f (\Delta x \rightarrow \Delta y) = \frac{\# \{ x \in \mathbb{Z}_2^{32} \mid f(x \oplus \Delta x) \oplus f(x) = \Delta y \}}{2^n}
\]

where \( f \) is a function of \( \mathbb{Z}_2^{32} \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_2^{32} \), \( \Delta x \) is the input difference, and \( \Delta y \) is the output difference.

(2) Linearity property

In cryptography, the linearity property refers to the ability to establish relationships through linear operations. Low linearity is crucial for the S-box in the SM4 cryptographic algorithm as it eliminates the linear connection between the input and the output, thereby increasing security and resistance against attacks. This ensures that the result of the S-box cannot be determined by linear operations, thus effectively thwarting the cryptographic attacks. Moreover, the linear probability indicates the linear correlation between inputs and outputs. Ideally, this probability should be close to zero, as this strengthens the algorithm’s nonlinearity and overall security. The linear probability is defined as follows [12]:

\[
LP^f (w \rightarrow v) = \left( \frac{\# \{ x \in \mathbb{Z}_2^{32} \mid vf(x) = wx \}}{2^{n-1}} - 1 \right)^2
\]

where \( w \) is the input mask, and \( v \) is the output bitmask.

(3) Nonlinear property

The nonlinearity of the S-box is characterized by the absence of a simple linear relationship between its inputs and outputs, making it difficult to determine its model through linear operations. The high level of nonlinearity plays a significant role in assessing the S-box’s resistance to linear attacks. It enhances the security of the encryption algorithm by diminishing its susceptibility to linear attacks.

Furthermore, improving the nonlinearity of the S-box is crucial to prevent linear attacks, strengthen the encryption algorithm’s resilience, and ensure its capacity to withstand other forms of cryptanalysis, such as differential attacks. Finally, the nonlinearity is defined as follows [12]:

\[
N_f = \min_{l_s \in L_a} d_H \left[ f(x), l(x) \right]
\]

Let \( L_a \) be a set consisting of all affine transformations on \( \mathbb{Z}_2 \). The variable \( d_H[f(x), l(x)] \) represents the Hamming distance between \( f(x) \) and \( l(x) \).
3. Hybrid Algorithm Improvement of the S-Box

In this paper, a combination of genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm is used to improve the S-Box algorithm. To fully evaluate this improvement, a multi-objective fitting function is strategically employed. The multi-objective fitting function is designed to accurately evaluate the performance of the S-Box algorithm to meet multiple objectives. The selected metrics should comprehensively assess the quality of the S-Box, including the primary nonlinear metrics as well as the secondary differential and linear probabilities. A balance of these metrics is essential to help improve the nonlinearity of the S-Box while keeping the differential and linear probabilities low, thus increasing its resistance to various cryptanalysis techniques.

3.1. Design of a multi-objective fitness function

The design of the multi-objective fitting function highlights nonlinearity as the primary metric of resistance to linear and differential cryptanalysis, and the function also includes secondary metrics such as differential probability and linear probability to comprehensively assess the resistance of the S-Box to specific attack methods such as differential and linear cryptanalysis. Moreover, the following equation represents the fitness value, which is used to evaluate the quality of the S-box.

\[ F(s) = w_1 \times NL - w_2 \times DP - w_3 \times LP \]  

where \( NL \) represents the nonlinearity indicator, \( DP \) indicates the differential probability indicator, and \( LP \) represents the linear indicator. Moreover, \( w_1, w_2, w_3 \) represents the weights of the different performance indicators, which are deployed to balance their importance in the fitness function.

The importance of nonlinearity as a primary performance indicator in S-box design must be carefully balanced, as it directly influences the overall security and strength of the S-box. In opposition, the secondary indicators (e.g., differential probability and linear probability) hold lower significance. Therefore, using a multi-objective fitness function allows a comprehensive evaluation of various S-box structures and helps the optimization algorithm select the most optimal choice.

By collectively considering factors such as nonlinearity, differential attack, and linear attack, the improved S-box structures can be identified, enhancing support for secured data transmission. Furthermore, selecting an appropriate multi-objective fitness function is crucial to enable the optimization algorithm to identify the exceptional S-boxes, optimize targeting and efficiency, and bolster the overall security of data transmission.

3.2. The design of the model

To achieve this aim, a hybrid optimization method that combines a genetic algorithm and a simulated annealing algorithm will be employed. Genetic algorithms are widely used in S-box optimization as they allow for global search and exploration of several individuals in the solution space, thus avoiding local optima. In addition, the parallel computing capability of genetic algorithms is particularly advantageous for tackling large-scale problems, especially those involving multiple parameters in S-box design.

As for the simulated annealing, it complements genetic algorithms by enhancing the efficiency of S-box optimization. This technique is proficient in local search, as it accepts suboptimal solutions to prevent local optimization and increases the possibility of global optimization. Moreover, genetic algorithms conduct a global search to improve initial solutions. At the same time, simulated annealing carries out a local search to further optimize the S-box design and enhance its confidentiality and robustness. This hybrid optimization strategy effectively enhances the performance and security of the S-box, subsequently supporting the safety and robustness of the entire SM4 encryption algorithm. The specific steps involved in this approach are summarized as follows:
(1) Randomly generate a set of initial S-boxes as individuals in the population, where each individual represents a possible S-box. The S-boxes are represented as one-dimensional arrays of 256 elements within the population, where each element corresponds to a combination of input and output for the S-box. These combinations are linearly stored in the one-dimensional array. Assuming the S-box individual is denoted as \( \mathbf{i} \) the collection of all S-boxes is referred to as \( P = \{ \mathbf{p}_1, \mathbf{p}_2, \cdots , \mathbf{p}_{256} \} \); 

(2) Calculate the fitness of each S-box using the Eq. (4) fitness function, evaluate and assign a fitness value to measure their quality and superiority; 

(3) Through the selection operation using the roulette wheel method, the selection probability \( P_i \) can be used to determine the probability of each \( \mathbf{p}_i \) being chosen. In this way, the following equation can select excellent individuals from the current population as the basis for the next generation population: 

\[
P_i = \frac{F(s)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} F(s_i)} \quad \text{(5)}
\]

(4) They perform selection operations to select parent individuals for crossover, generating new offspring. Here, the single-point crossover operation is used. The selected parents are divided into two parts: \( \mathbf{p}_1 = (p_{11}, p_{12}, \cdots , p_{1n}) \) and \( \mathbf{p}_2 = (p_{21}, p_{22}, \cdots , p_{2n}) \), where \( n \) is half the number of parents. Let \( k (1 \leq k \leq n - 1) \) be the crossover point. For each pair of parent individuals \( (\mathbf{p}_{1i}, \mathbf{p}_{2i}) \), two offspring individuals \( (\mathbf{p}_{c1}, \mathbf{p}_{c2}) \) are generated. Specifically, \( \mathbf{p}_{c1} = (p_{11}, p_{12}, \cdots , p_{ki}, p_{21}, p_{22}, \cdots , p_{2n}) \) and \( \mathbf{p}_{c2} = (p_{p_{21}}, p_{22}, \cdots , p_{p_{ki}}, p_{11}, p_{12}, \cdots , p_{1n}) \). The resulting offspring individuals after the crossover operation are \( \mathbf{p}_c = (p_{c1}, p_{c2}, \cdots , p_{cn}) \); 

(5) Performing mutation operations on the generated new individuals introduces random factors to maintain population diversity. Assuming a probability \( P_m \), each offspring undergoes gene mutation, which involves randomly changing some genes. Let’s take that the mutation operation changes a specific element \( s_{ij} \). Assuming \( S \) represents the set of all possible S-box elements \( S = \{ 0, 1, \cdots , 255 \} \), the mutation operation can be described as \( s_{ij} = s_{ij} + \text{delta} \), where \( \text{delta} \) is a randomly selected new value from the set \( S \). The resulting offspring individuals after the mutation operation are \( \mathbf{p}_m = (p_{m1}, p_{m2}, \cdots , p_{mn}) \); 

(6) Through iterative optimization, the genetic algorithm continuously iterates and improves the design of the S-box by performing selection, crossover, and mutation operations. This process generates a new generation of S-box individuals. The updated population is \( \mathbf{p}_m = (p_1, p_2, \cdots , p_N) \), where \( N \) represents the population size. 

(7) Iterate generation by generation, continuously optimizing the fitness values of the S-box until the maximum specified number of iterations is reached, and then stop. Ultimately, the optimized S-box obtained serves as the result of global optimization. 

The genetic algorithm generates a set of S-box individuals after several iterative optimizations, where the highest fitness represents the optimal solution. These optimized S-boxes are used as initial values for the subsequent stage where a simulated annealing algorithm is used for local search and fine-tuning. The process can be summarized as follows:

(1) Represent the S-box as a system and use the simulated annealing algorithm with an initial temperature of \( T_0 = 1000 \) and a cooling rate of \( \alpha = 0.99 \) for fine-tuning optimization. 

(2) A new S-box is randomly generated in each iteration by swapping two elements or applying a random mutation. Let’s assume the current S-box is \( \mathbf{p} \), and the newly developed S-box is denoted as \( \mathbf{p}' \). 

(3) Calculate the fitness value \( F(p') \) of the new S-box and compare it with the fitness value \( F(p) \) of the current S-box.
(4) Based on the acceptance probability function, decide whether to accept the new S-box $p'$ as the current S-box $p$. The acceptance probability function can be defined using the Boltzmann distribution as follows:

$$P = e^{-\frac{F(p) - F(p')}{T}}$$

(6)

where $T$ represents the current temperature.

(5) At higher temperatures, there is a certain probability of accepting poorer solutions to avoid getting trapped in local optimal solutions. The likelihood of obtaining a new key is exponentially related to the temperature, and as the temperature decreases, the probability of accepting poorer solutions gradually decreases.

(6) As the annealing process progresses, the temperature continuously decreases, causing the probability of accepting poorer solutions to decrease gradually. This allows the algorithm to converge towards the global optimal solution. The temperature $T$ is updated at a rate of alpha, meaning $T = T \times \text{alpha}$, where alpha represents the rate at which the temperature decreases;

(7) Eventually, after a certain number of iterations and cooling steps, the simulated annealing algorithm will obtain an optimized S-box representing the global optimal solution.

Fig. 3 presents in detail the process of S-box optimization using genetic algorithms, including the creation of the initial population and the generation-by-generation evolution to obtain an optimized S-box. On the other hand, Fig. 4 demonstrates the process of improving the S-box using the simulated annealing algorithm, which involves the simulated annealing of the S-box in different temperature phases and the gradual tuning of the performance of the S-box in a way that it can be optimized at a higher level.

![Fig. 3 Genetic algorithm flowchart](image1)

![Fig. 4 Simulated annealing algorithm flowchart](image2)
Combining genetic and simulated annealing algorithms is essential for global exploration and local optimization. This integration improves the performance, attack resistance, security, and reliability of the S-box during data transmission of SM4 cryptographic algorithms. Moreover, the integrated process of optimizing the S-box model using this hybrid algorithm is displayed in Fig. 5. The pseudo-code for optimizing the S-box using the hybrid algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.

**Algorithm 1 Hybrid Optimization Algorithm**

1. // Initializing the S-Box
2. current_s_box ← Initialize S-Box()
3. // Genetic algorithms for global search and optimization
4. **Procedure** Genetic Algorithm Optimization
5. // Initializing populations
6. population ← Initialize Population()
7. // Iterative optimization process
8. for generation in range(max.generations) do
9. // Calculation of adaptation values
10. fitness.values ← Evaluate Fitness(population)
11. // Selection of operation
12. selected.parents ← Selection(population, fitness.values)
13. // Crossover operation
14. offspring ← Crossover(selected.parents)
15. // Variant operation
16. Mutate(offspring)
17. // Renewal of stocks
18. population ← Update Population(population, offspring)
19. // Update current S-box
20. current_s_box ← Generate New S-Box(population)
21. end for
22. **End Procedure**
23. // Simulated annealing algorithm for local search and fine-tuned optimization
24. **Procedure** Simulated Annealing Optimization
25. // Setting the initial temperature and cooling rate
26. T0 ← 1000

Fig. 5 Flowchart of hybrid algorithm optimization for S-box model

Fig. 6 Hybrid algorithm pseudo-code for optimizing S-boxes
4. Design of an Experiment

To evaluate the improvement effect of the hybrid algorithm optimization on the performance of the S-box, the Python programming language environment was used for simulation experiments. Four types of S-boxes were used in the investigation: the initial S-box, the S-box optimized only by genetic algorithm, the S-box optimized only by simulated annealing algorithm, and the S-box optimized by the hybrid algorithm. The effects of these algorithms on optimizing the S-box can be evaluated by analyzing and testing the performance of the S-box.

To verify the ability of the hybrid algorithm to optimize S-boxes, two sets of hybrid algorithm-optimized S-boxes were set up for testing in this paper, and the experiments were conducted several times and visualized using appropriate graphical tools. These visuals allow us to compare the impact of different optimization methods regarding the S-box performance, facilitating the assessment of performance improvements achieved through hybrid algorithm optimization. The parameter settings are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter setting situation</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of genetic algorithm iterations</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation rate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated annealing algorithm initial temperature ( (T_0) )</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated annealing algorithm cooling rate ( (\alpha) )</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-box size</td>
<td>( 16 \times 16 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Analysis of algorithm performance

In the performance analysis section, not only are the three key metrics of differential probability, linear probability, and nonlinearity analyzed in depth computationally but they are also compared in detail with the state-of-the-art. This comprehensive approach allows for an accurate assessment of the performance of the S-box optimization algorithm compared to state-of-the-art algorithms. This comparative analysis highlights the research results in terms of differential probability, linear probability, and degree of nonlinearity. It places these results in a broad cryptographic context to better assess their significance and impact. This further strengthens the academic value and practical application of the paper.
(1) Differential probability

To reduce the differential transmission between input and output, the research on optimized S-box relies on lower differential probabilities to enhance the resistance of the S-box against differential attacks. In this study, the differential probabilities of two groups of optimized S-boxes are 0.359 and 0.371, respectively. The comparison results with the State-of-the-art are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substitution box</th>
<th>Differential probability</th>
<th>Substitution box</th>
<th>Differential probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This article</td>
<td>0.0359</td>
<td>This article</td>
<td>0.0391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This article</td>
<td>0.0371</td>
<td>Khan et al. [9]</td>
<td>0.0468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The initial S-box</td>
<td>0.0625</td>
<td>Zahid et al. [10]</td>
<td>0.0390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only by genetic algorithm</td>
<td>0.0549</td>
<td>Khan et al. [11]</td>
<td>0.0390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only by simulated annealing algorithm</td>
<td>0.0583</td>
<td>Liu et al. [22]</td>
<td>0.0391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 2, the hybrid algorithm-optimized S-boxes all outperform the S-boxes of other algorithmic techniques in terms of differential probability. This finding highlights the superior performance of hybrid algorithms in improving the performance of S-boxes, especially in terms of differential attacks. This improvement is crucial for improving the security of cryptographic algorithms, as lower differential probabilities mean that it is more difficult to predict the output of the S-boxes, thus increasing the resistance of the cipher.

(2) Linear probability

The S-box must have a low linear probability to achieve a higher level of nonlinearity. In this study, the linear probabilities of two groups of optimized S-boxes are 0.094 and 0.096, respectively. The comparison results with the State-of-the-art are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substitution box</th>
<th>Linear probability</th>
<th>Substitution box</th>
<th>Linear probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This article</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>Khan et al. [8]</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This article</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>Zahid et al. [10]</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The initial S-box</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>Khan et al. [11]</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only by genetic algorithm</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>Yang [16]</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only by simulated annealing algorithm</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>Wang et al. [17]</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 3, the hybrid algorithm optimizes the S-box with slightly lower linear probability compared to the chaotic mapping and multi-objective genetic algorithm [17] in this study. However, the hybrid algorithm has a significant advantage compared to other literature.

(3) Nonlinearity degree

The nonlinearity of the S-box plays a vital role in defense against linear approximation attacks. An S-box with high nonlinearity can completely resist attacks such as linear and differential cryptanalysis, thus improving the overall security of the cryptographic algorithm. Table 4 shows the nonlinearity values compared to the state-of-the-art.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substitution box</th>
<th>Nonlinearity</th>
<th>Substitution box</th>
<th>Nonlinearity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This article</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Khan et al. [11]</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The initial S-box</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>Zhao [15]</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only by genetic algorithm</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>Yang [16]</td>
<td>107.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only by simulated annealing algorithm</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Wang et al. [17]</td>
<td>111.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khan et al. [9]</td>
<td>110.5</td>
<td>Si et al. [21]</td>
<td>110.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahid et al. [10]</td>
<td>111.3</td>
<td>Liu et al. [22]</td>
<td>111.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparative results show that the nonlinearity values of the S-boxes optimized using the hybrid algorithm are better or equal to those of the state-of-the-art S-boxes. Consequently, using the hybrid algorithm enhances the complexity of encryption algorithms, significantly increasing the difficulty of attack. To demonstrate more intuitively the advantages of the constructed hybrid algorithm model in improving the performance of the S-box, plotting software was used to unify the computationally derived results in a single figure. The figure shows the performance analysis of three indicators of the hybrid algorithm optimized S-box, the genetic algorithm only optimized S-box, and the simulated annealing algorithm only optimized S-box, as shown in Fig. 7.

4.2. Experimental results of data transmission

Based on the optimized S-boxes obtained from the research above, they were replaced with the original S-boxes in the SM4 encryption algorithm and used in the data transmission process for electric power metering. A particular composite data segment from a specific region was selected as the plaintext, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The data transmission experiment resulted in the ciphertext shown in Fig. 8(b).
To further verify whether the optimized S-boxes in this study improve the security of encryption, information entropy will be calculated and analyzed on the ciphertext data. Information entropy is a metric used to measure the amount of information or uncertainty. It is usually used in cryptography to evaluate the strength of cryptographic algorithms or keys as well as the randomness and unpredictability of the encryption process. Information entropy is calculated as follows.

$$H(X) = \sum_{x \in X} P(x_i) \log P(x_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

In the formula, $X$ represents the sample space and $P(x_i)$ denotes the probability of occurrence of $X = x_i$. The ciphertext is divided into units of bytes. Hence, when the ciphertext follows a uniform distribution, the ideal value of the average information entropy should be close to 8. The information entropy of the ciphertext calculated based on the above transmission experimental data is 7.998, close to the ideal value, indicating that the ciphertext has a high-security performance.

5. Conclusions

The structure of the S-box in the traditional SM4 cipher algorithm has been extensively researched, but being nonlinear can enhance its safety robustness. Moreover, the existing optimization methods often do not consider global optimization. Therefore, this paper proposes a hybrid algorithm to effectively enhance the nonlinearity of the S-box while achieving global optimization. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) This paper presents a new multi-objective fitting function design for evaluating the performance of S-boxes and guiding the selection of optimal structures. The incorporation of these metrics improves the efficiency, relevance, and security of data transmission for S-box optimization, taking into account nonlinearity and resistance to attacks.

(2) This study presents a hybrid algorithm that optimizes the S-box model to achieve global optimization and avoid local optima. The algorithm combines the strengths of genetic algorithms and simulated annealing algorithms. The former enables extensive searching in the solution space, overcoming local optima, while the latter fine-tunes the solutions to enhance their convergence and performance. The parameter settings for these algorithms are easily adjustable and implemented, leading to an overall improvement in the optimization effectiveness.

(3) This study compares the differential probability, linear probability, and nonlinearity of different S-box optimization methods. The results show that the hybrid algorithm significantly reduces the average differential probability of the S-box to 0.0359 and 0.0371, the average linear probability to 0.094 and 0.096, and dramatically improves the average nonlinear probability to 112. The optimized S-box is put into a cryptographic algorithm, and a section of load data is selected for encryption. Its ciphertext information entropy is calculated to be 7.998, very close to the ideal value of 8.

In the future, the hybrid algorithm model will be further studied and applied. Through research and development in practice, using the model in accurate encryption algorithms can improve security and performance. Meanwhile, the model can enhance device security and deal with growing cybersecurity threats in areas such as the Internet of Things. Applying the hybrid algorithm model in real-world scenarios contributes positively to cryptography research and cryptosystem development and meets the needs of information security and data protection. Looking ahead, in-depth research on hybrid algorithmic models will be conducted to promote their widespread application and enhance security protection.
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